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Current Status

• At WGLC

• Received 1 review from Marco Tiloca: https://mailarchive.ietf.org/arch/msg/core/WOe7F8-y3TNbrqnLkYQshZB1flk/

• From review received, 20 issues were opened in GitHub
  • 19 closed, 1 still open
GitHub Issues (is:issue label:WGLC)

- Full list of WGLC review comments are at [https://github.com/core-wg/conditional-attributes/issues?q=is%3Aissue+label%3AWGLC](https://github.com/core-wg/conditional-attributes/issues?q=is%3Aissue+label%3AWGLC)
- Total of 20 issues (19 closed, 1 still open)
- 17 closed issues were editorial in nature
- 1 closed issue changed RFC 7252 and RFC 7641 to become normative references instead of informative
- 1 closed issue required a better clarification between what is a state change and what is a value change at the server
- 1 open issue remains and requires a code review
Next Steps

• Complete remaining open issue
• More reviews are welcome
• Should we request a review from the IoT Directorate?
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